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Introduction
The cosmos order is thought linked to the cognitive 

process. The realism brings to deal with twin reality: 
Matter res extensa, e.g., styled by quantum dynamics; in-
formation, its clarifying logic, maybe, mind-tied items, 
perceived as res cogitans. Wisemen live in lasting par-
adox: The outer actuality is whispered enjoying infor-
mation frames, which act on the matter part and allow 
inferring the path of what occurs around us. The matter/
information pair is gained as the reality: Physics explains 
matter, using already embedded information. The puzzle 
entails the construal of natural laws, or causal bonds, [1-
5], which express the superior or inner steering of the 
actuality, by complementary pictures:

•	 Dualism: The material reality is ruled by the transcen-
dent (godlike) order;

•	 Monism: The matter contains total control into its 
immanent information.

We are aware that our science is, possibly, kerbed 
version of the natural order: Our cues devise reading the 
human knowledge, as introductory form of it, or creative 
information. When referring to the cosmos, the contin-
gency bases of the perceived order typify by the agentive 

Abstract
The progress is cosmos’ outcome, showing the alteration of the wild surrounds, towards men’s 
friendly life conditions. The swop involves the earth inhabitants, matching extant peoples by the 
social breakthrough, leading to collective orders, i.e., human civilisation wellbeing achievements. 
This identifies as the private span relational setup, by which the men enable planned progress, via 
culture/ethics artefacts, devising trade and business opportunities, by which enhancing the efficiency 
of the supply chains, through the resource’s expansion, transformation and distribution. The market, 
agriculture and industry inventions are intentional choices; the fashioning of interpersonal reliabilities 
is awkward men’s capability to modify wilderness into civic organizations and to create scientific 
advances, technology innovation and wealth opportunities: The relational setup is odd venture, 
discussed in view of frugal innovation aims.

self-reproducing issues of life and by the rational explan-
atory frames of intelligence. We refer to man-devised 
models, taking into account:

•	 Operation dualism: The devised order has agentive 
and rational backdrops;

•	 Contingency: The relational contexts link to shared 
decision choice capabilities.

The dualism, simply, entails marking the essence of 
the existence (say, the spirit), from the reality: It brings 
to define deity and soul, or nature and life force, or mood 
and personality, even when end naming is quirk pick. If 
the cosmos requires spot order, from the devised oddi-
ties, a few basic queries follow, viz.:

•	 The origin (if any) or exhaustive foundation of the 
nature laws;

•	 The putative exceptions (singularities, miracles) to 
nature laws;

•	 The existence of modified, reformed or alternative 
nature laws.

The first query moves from habits in chronological 
and causative rational; it looks at a transcendental first 
cause, either at an immanent fittingness backdrop, from 
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which deriving the extant binding contexts. The second 
one faces our faith in absolute truths: We accept tauto-
logical deductions, without exclusion or omission. The 
hints about realism and actual discernibility help scaling 
down conclusive certainty. The last query immediately 
follows along the same path: The recognition and ex-
ploitation of rules derived by the cosmos observed reg-
ularity push current upgrading. They manifest humanity 
inherent occasions, attested by in-progress checks and 
actual accomplishments; yet, we do not know that the 
set of possible nature laws is unique: Many cosmos may 
develop, in parallel and/or in series, ruled by consistent 
(alternative and/or exclusive) orders. Regularity is puz-
zling oddness of the cosmos’ becoming [6-10]: The suit-
ing is understood aiming at two absolute causal or at a 
contingent relational connective ways, namely:

•	 Transcendental trait, governed by upper regimen, 
with authority the universe over;

•	 Immanent characteristic, leading cosmos (and earth) 
along inherently ruled paths;

•	 Perishable quality identified by an intelligent observ-
er/actor and admitted helpful.

The cause-effect chain confers apt logic to observed 
shifts, justifying new details and modified settings as if 
reasons relate all the facts. It is tricky to say if the later 
step of allotting underlying laws has real value or it is just 
observer’s proposition. Yet, the cause-effect chain awards 
the leeway to forecast the future, and to programme up-
grading acts, even if (transcendent/immanent) absolute 
reasons are not discovered, but only passing contingent 
prospects are witnessed and interpreted to be men’s in-
tentional alterations.

Backdrop	Frames
The natural order existence harmonises with the sci-

entific feelings, by which we read the surrounds. The 
guesses are confimed by creative outcomes, obtained ap-
plying laws and models, timely adding value by the em-
powered agriculture and industry revolutions. In parallel, 
the relational context teaches us the weight of collective 
orders and interpersonal dealings, to be ruled by men’s 
elected laws and models. The oxymora do not stop. In 
science, entropy law is fact, acknowledged with high re-
liability: Decay has clear proofs. In like time, civilisation 

is accepted human progress, i.e., the current life-qual-
ity improves; the growth is customary option. The cue 
agrees with assuming human orders, Table 1, which are 
above said enjoying contingent worth intentionally en-
abled by agentive/rational wherewithal [11-14].

The cognizance frames do not have transcendent ei-
ther immanent truth; in our construal we may just deal 
with knowledge, i.e., man created information, in-prog-
ress imagined by minds, interacting with the outer (ma-
terial) actualities and the in-parallel emergent human 
thinkers. The contingency is epitomised by the relational, 
rather than causative, models, utilised by the identified 
scientific scenarios. Summing up, the careful design of 
life-quality improvements is, surely, clever choice; the all 
is, maybe, coached on divine inspiration or on automat-
ic presetting. If such speculation is reliable, the civilisa-
tion can go on, with no risk of encroaching sustainability 
hindrances. Otherwise, the growth can only be transient 
option: Better picture of the extant universe and linked 
natural or artificial orders shall only undergo adaptive 
thriftiness.

The civilisation creates artificial changes: They are 
mind world deeds, via science and technology, and, as 
well, governance and legality. The intentional alterations 
are improvements insofar as:

•	 Models and theories deliver helpful understanding of 
the outer surrounds;

•	 Technologies and strategies are routine discovery, 
with safe effectiveness;

•	 Charters and governments originate collective or-
ders, with worthy outlook;

•	 Directives and bylaws provide regular growth, having 
balanced outcomes.

The example settings are exacerbated, since the ap-
praisers are other men. The approval, or not, is object of 
acknowledged cultural constructs and accredited ethical 
principles. The confusion of the observer and actor roles 
biases the assessments. Roughly, the cognitive process 
is man-centred contingent issue, upheld by the shared 
consent: The scientific backing utters the natural laws; 
the political one, the human laws [10,15-17]. The diverse 
readings of the cognitive processes allow several mecha-
nisms, including:

•	 Physical: The neuronal nets fully process and deliver 
the end knowledge;

•	 Functional: The knowledge is abstract issue, free from 
a given substrate;

•	 Dyadic: The mind (and knowledge) exhibits a source 
distinct from brain.

The first states that instant subjective experience is 

Table 1: The contingency bases of the human order.

OPERATION DUALISM: Life and intelligence singularities 
happen on earth
The Life enables agentive processes, letting self-
reproduction issues
The Intelligence adds rational steering, addressing to 
improvements
The Relational contexts allow choices by decision-keeping 
capacities
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the gene evolution, it is hard saying which comes before 
the programme or the processor, or that the two are a 
singularity, coming together. At the meme progression, 
the awareness-empathy-rationality course engages con-
trol and decision-making: The cognition manifests as a 
singularity, with timely occurrence of the closed-loop 
appreciation. In the study, the guess is reaffirmed, look-
ing at the background justifying conjectures, demanded 
by the civilisation [18-22].

The meme fruition starts with the intelligence singu-
larity; then, it spreads, due to the relational nods, cease-
lessly yielded by men dealings. The mind operation du-
alism brings about the social breakthroughs, to adjust, 
control and legalise the common living. A pilot survey 
distinguishes series of unions:

In the Table 2 examples, the interpersonal links estab-
lish collective orders; they allow achieving synergy en-
richments, when the involved enclaves or communities 
have resort to bidding connexions. The primary relation-
al reach distinguishes men, from the other living beings: 
The invented languages. The baby needs coaching and 
instruction: Similar actions on the new-born orangutan 
are useless. The next range operates at family assembly, 
oicos (house), which requires planning resources and 
budgets: The invented trade is, again, man’s exclusive-
ness. The top rank involves the extant assembly, polis, 
namely, city, nation or empire, for which the sovereignty 
quality is invented [23-26]. The Table 3 summarises the 
sketched parts.

The human intelligence is basic changeover, sup-
porting interpersonal conscious understanding, with 
the creation of abstract mind worlds, having common 
elucidation and providing clear utility, when applied. 
The language invention allows singling out connect-
ed clans, sharing family knowledge. The trade ingenu-

a unique brain state; very little chance exists to reach 
universal truths. The second permits gaining artificial 
sentences, evenly built by unlike (human or computer) 
frames; a central assumption is that conscious thought 
is not overload on the brain, but is the very sensation 
generated by the precise kind of information processing. 
The third is, possibly, tied to a transcendental back-up; 
alternatively, it could develop using the intelligence sin-
gularity, by the meme fruition path; this way, it is the 
detailed course of the functional cognitive process. The 
physical reading, strictly, relates to the monism: The re-
ality is just tangible; no mind exists independent on the 
brain. The functional delivering, which assembles many 
varieties, advises that what actually matters to make the 
mind are processes or functions, i.e., the circuits, the op-
eration systems and the programmes, not the stuff carry-
ing them: Circuits identify with the neuronal net of the 
brain; operation systems and programmes can look at 
the computer instance, resorting to outer information. 
It relates to the dualism, leaving open the question of 
the origin: Whether transcendental (out of the physical 
world); or contingent (induced, via parallel events, by 
educating and training the new-born brain, to form the 
cultured relational mind and ethical enthusing spirit).

Factual	Governance	Construal
The human orders, by operation dualism assemblies, 

are temporary choices, fashioned on the extant culture/
ethics artefacts. It is hard to say how many models, the-
ories and laws will remain unaltered in future; however, 
the reliance in our cleverness and talent has to remain 
intact, with the twin intent:

•	 Reliable inference of construal displays, revealing the 
surrounds (natural laws);

•	 Regulations of the communities, assuring regimented 
behaviours (human laws).

The perceived alteration of the surroundings is under-
stood as adapting cues, showing new details and modi-
fied set-ups, starting from natural laws, with sound and 
permanent purports. The key peculiarities of the changes 
confer developed logic, using upper or embedded or cre-
ated information. The cognitive procedures add options, 
beforehand non-existing on earth. At least, this is guess 
that implies the sorting out of the conditioning progres-
sion by the focusing track to the human civilisation, viz.:

•	 The pre-setting processing, to fashion the genome or 
equivalent genetic heritage;

•	 The gene evolution moulding, to suitably rework the 
current life-form scattering;

•	 The meme fruition processing, to social breakthroughs 
and technology revolutions.

The pre-evolution goes back in the cosmos’ order. In 

Table 2: The relational bases of the collective orders.

SOCIAL BREAKTHROUGH: To adjust/control/legalise the 
common living
‹Fellowship assembly›: To foster individual Interpersonal 
awareness
‹Trade company›: To grant business project’s Contractual 
operations
‹Nation-state›: To control lawful rights/duties Political 
allocations

Table 3: The organisation roles of the human mergers.

COLLECTIVE ORDER FUNCTION: To manage 
interpersonal undertakings
‹Communication reach› Job: Idioms, to spread know-how 
and feelings
‹Economic range› Task: Barter/sale, within household/
corporate deeds
‹Sovereignty rank› Utility: Legality/authenticity, for govern 
authority
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ity is next step, to take profit from clan’s cooperation. 
The sovereignty invention is, mostly, moved at marginal 
grade, and, later, confined at the legality concerns. The 
social breakthroughs are, nonetheless, clues of how the 
relational wherewithal permits stating natural laws to 
share, and human laws to enact [27-31]. In the survey, 
the cosmos’ information is, maybe, absolute; anyhow, on 
earth, we have the chance to deal with creative informa-
tion or human knowledge, from which deriving models 
and rules exactly as if only the relational span is accessed, 
efficiently turned in the (men’s conceived) contingent 
frames.

Socio-Political	Arrangements
At the top rank, the collective orders entail empow-

ering the govern authority, to enact laws and to rule the 
subjects. Absolute authenticity requires upper or inner 
motives, Table 4; contingent legality, just, needs relation-
al endorsements. Surely, if a priori heavenly or genetic 
reasons exist, the authority enjoys full authenticity: The 
nation-state formation is, consequently, depicted ac-
cording to definite conformism, and the subjects need 
to obey, without modifying the extant power allocation 
[32-36].

The modern ages abandon the first line, as heavenly 
accounts of the universe cannot be proved. The genome 
decoding refutes the second line; the all can transform 
in the worship of traditions that distinguish each ethnic 
group and in the public mindedness, fostered by shared 
acquaintance and habits. It is clear, however, that no ra-
cial bent exists. The third line brings to the current blow-
up institutes: The civic spirit of the citizens ratifies decid-
ed statutory regulations, due to the gained utility.

By legitimacy realism, the instigation of intentional 
changes develops frugal logic to utility, using:

•	 The assembly lawfulness, assuring observer/actor qual-
ified synergy;

•	 The technology innovation, enabling ground-break-
ing revolutions;

•	 The cognizance aptness, promoting the intelligence 
idiosyncrasies.

Language, trade and legality are relational projects, 
empowering mind creations: Communication, com-

merce and civil cohesion. The communal efficiency im-
provement by interpersonal aims has awkward bases: The 
undeclared self-confidence of the better future, rooted in 
the excelsior myth, already guiding men from prehistory 
ages. The guess is gratuitous; yet, it is difficult to justi-
fy the contingency projects, unless afterword, when the 
success is proved. The rational suitability differs from the 
gene agentive fittingness. It is grounded: On inherently 
tied outcomes of abstract models of the reality; and: On 
coherent review of the social cohesion advantages, once 
the aftermaths are assessed by meme fruition mimicry, 
guaranteeing utility, to the frugal innovation of house-
hold and corporate activities.

The absolute projects are alternate faiths. We may 
trust in sets of godlike heritages or upgrading paths, for 
the diverse people on earth; later, series of countries will 
exist, each one with autonomous laws and tracks. The all 
simplifies our views. On the contrary, the men character-
ise by threefold oddities, regarding the role of the intelli-
gence; so, the quest, to perceive, to exploit and to control 
the reality, requires:

•	 Observation rightfulness, to permit discovering the 
nature laws;

•	 Planning-out pertinence, showing the judicious de-
sign capacities;

•	 Intentional assembly, to exhibit enacting shared le-
gality institutes.

If the socio-political arrangements follow from con-
tingency projects, the sovereignty and linked law authen-
ticity are blow-up establishments, deserving in-progress 
utility checks. The supremacy on relative basis is weak 
result, unremittingly exposed to tests and judgments. 
Besides, the said absolute projects give too simple way 
to multiplicity of laws (or countries): The information 
transcendence/immanence links to our cosmos, which, 
we may expect, is ruled by given natural laws, the ones 
at upper/inner pre-set worth. Rather than with multi-
ple-reality, we might deal with split-actuality, promoting 
the stage’s parting, to play different acts. The switch to 
contingency projects shall relate to single (natural/hu-
man) sets of laws, and we may properly refer to only lo-
cally-balanced institutes [37-41]. The result is just stated 
on plain evidence.

The utility via enacted laws and governance sanction 
stems by comparative upshots: The country with high-
er internal efficiency will gain supremacy; the achieved 
plus-value shall be fortified by hegemony wars; the pro-
ficiency is collective order quality, mixing rightfulness, 
rulers and citizens. The split-sovereignty is factual way to 
free competition, from governance uniformity. The up-
per/inner pre-set splitting becomes pointless. The a pos-
teriori utility fosters the choice if the current socio-polit-

Table 4: The collective orders at sovereignty rank.

SOVEREIGNTY EVIDENCE: Supremacy and lawfulness 
of the authority
Transcendental origin: Domination ascendancy by ‹Grace of 
God›
Immanent selection: Absolute truthfulness by ‹Racial 
Homogeneity›
A posteriori approval: Governance sanction by ‹Constitution 
Ballot›
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modern history offers example modes, having instruc-
tive fallouts [47-50]. The frugal innovation simply ex-
plores the relational man’s virtues, fostering the union’s 
plus-value, out of the external resource consumption or 
the material backdrop exploitation.

The governance vs. economics dualism was Western 
World’s fad at the Renaissance: The city-states enjoy dis-
putable sovereignty, with Empire/Church curbs; the ven-
ture companies, for trade aims, are cross-state enterpris-
es, with cottage manufacture foils. Its political unbalance 
yielded nation-state prevalence, in parallel to the indus-
trial revolution: The new giant shop floor makes the yard 
look like an anthill with just trained operators. The trend 
leads to the Taylor/Ford scientific organisation, by com-
bined moving assembly lines with mass labour, to make 
building cars much cheaper and quicker, thus, turning the 
auto, from rich men’s toy, into everyone’s transport tool. 
The industry proliferation bids saturate the market, with 
pile-up of unsold items. The fact brings to the Taguchi/
Toyota intelligent organisation by robot’s manufacture 
lines, replacing the mass labour and adapting the deliv-
ery to actual buyer’s wishes. Computer and information 
globalisation guides to extended/virtual corporations, by 
combined adaptive businesses, on cross-country transac-
tions, showing the nation-state inadequacy, compared to 
the hypermarket options [51-54].

In the while, having a good job means being employee 
of a strong company. Huge firms are created by the indus-
trial revolution, bringing lot of workers under the same 
logo. This was a step down for many free artisans, who 
could no longer compete with machine-processed goods. 
The companies introduced a new stability: A structure, 
which differentiates jobs from one another more clearly 
than before. But, firms make sense if the cost of organis-
ing things internally via hierarchies is less than the price 
of buying things from the market; they are a way to deal 
with transaction fees, once you need standard duties, 
for stable clients. The computer age fosters on-demand 
firms, which exploit internal low cost, to provide spot 
services. Today, they still face: Regulatory and adminis-
trative problems; lack of qualification, if confined at too 
low prices; size bonds, if subjected by service loyalty. Yet, 
the knowledge economy shall be the next onset. The ser-
vice provision relays on individuals and on intangibles. It 
takes advantage of qualification, being worthy supplying 
duties, when broad-spectrum enterprises dismiss mar-
ginal capabilities. Governments and trade unions shall 
adjust their policies towards on-demand firms, loosing 
strict control on the allocated fields. The frugal innova-
tion is, as well, this on-process adaptation, currently driv-
en by a posteriori improvements.

Aware	Administration	and	Schedules
The collective order political ways lead to rival na-

ical arrangements show that it is effective for best-organ-
ised leading countries; of course, the latter is contingency 
project’s issue.

Socio-Economic	Arrangements
Below the top rank, the collective orders grant skilful 

regularity to the entailed persons/businesses. Links build 
relational cogency (not causal bonds). The construal im-
putes the progress to men intelligence, the oddity creates 
minds, organising shared worlds of knowledge, models 
and theories by:

•	 Social breakthroughs: The value added builds on the 
collective order structuring;

•	 Technology revolutions: The know-how buoys inno-
vative artificial transformations.

If at the top rank, sovereignty is elusive, with abso-
lute and contingency proxies, the lower levels keep, just, 
private (interpersonal) worth. The public officialdom 
needs governance sanction’s ambiguities. This is the ra-
tionale of supremacy given to the political order, as the 
one warranting official regularity. The law regulation is 
open query, apparently unsolved, unless with resort to 
on-duty governments. Yet, the past history teaches that 
the men value added growth does not confine into the 
official regularity. Science and technology are culture 
artefacts; among ethics artefacts, relevant relational op-
tions do not require officialdom. Better focusing the de-
tails: The political order does not explain the progress; 
the economic one is, until today, central process, Table 5, 
still, deserving awkward helps, to achieve formal regular-
ity [42-46]. It makes possible addressing abstract culture/
ethics artefacts and to explore frugal improving options.

In the economic order, the trade invention is as fun-
damental as the language: It is quoted describing the 
human anomaly, opposed to all the other living beings, 
as if business, after communication, is intrinsic to the 
intelligence singularity. The transformation plus-value, 
to be roused, wants work organisation and supply chain 
clients. Detached drill keeps ant’s reach, without market. 
The relational addition allows meme fruition, with adap-
tive scopes. The revolutions, agrarian, industrial and, 
perhaps, cognitive, ensue from the current essentials, 
timely inventing appropriate options. The labour effi-
ciency is essential factor of every productive body. The 

Table 5: The deployment of the thrifty ‹value added›.

CULTURE ARTEFACTS: To model/exploit/control the nat-
ural phenomena
‹Technology revolutions›: Agrarian, industrial, cognitive 
spans
ETHYCS ARTEFACTS: To manage design/manufacture/
delivery processes
‹Household/corporate deeds›: Shop-floor, workforce and 
services
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tion-states. The parallel setups each other oppose; the 
competition consents discriminating winners and losers. 
If that outcomes relay on two life-and-intelligence singu-
larities, meme fruition adds to gene evolution: Rational-
ity supplements agency; the free will and decision-keep-
ing are self-reliant actions. The poll legitimation of 
Constitutions is aware issue, to be priced as realistic and 
judicious option towards progress. The all is hypothesis. 
Otherwise: The inner pre-setting (with gene evolution) 
will not be compatible with genuine and autonomous 
picks; the free will is fictitious; the split-sovereignty ego-
tism is social Darwinism upshot of the gene selfishness; 
and so on.

The operation dualism hypothesis confers appre-
ciation to men’s choices. The governments of the to-
day nation-states strictly explore the trade unions con-
sent, enacting solidarity measures for wider popularity. 
The costs are big burden; the current acceptance of the 
tax systems aims at growing indebtedness, as the citi-
zens-to-come do not vote. The political acquaintance of 
the decision-making conveys viewpoints of in-charge 
authorities, supposing that the future loss of efficiency 
is somebody else affair. The gene selfishness may pro-
vide instant survival, with subsequent no-way-ahead. 
The meme awareness shall look at how debts will be re-
paid, based on the extant gross national product, GNP, 
and linked biasing Tables. The solidarity measures are 
clever pick until the cross-connection of the financial 
obligations can be mastered. When they transform into 
externally ruled commitments, the governments use the 
split-sovereignty faculty against the inner subjects. The 
imposed expenditure plans are unmanageable by the ex-
tant GNP; the country’s will lose efficiency, compared 
to the parallel nation-states (and cross-border financial 
institutes), but the instant political authorities enjoy the 
consent of the egotistic voters.

Blow-Up	Monitoring	and	Hypermarket
When the contingent principles replace the abso-

lute ones, many truths and settings require a modified 
reading, deeply altering their original consistency. The 
sovereignty power is among the sceneries needing to 
be rethought, notably, at the split range. The sovereign-
ty implies autonomy: Parallel independences may arise, 
whether no meddling exists; otherwise, we only have 
imperfect sovereigns and alleged subjects. The situation 
worsens with provisional self-rule, linked to ongoing 
blow-up conditions, with mixed political and econom-
ic hints [60-63]. The analyses do not offer easy cues. 
We may address asymptotic trends, replacing exclusive 
closed by inclusive open unions, and pre-set sovereign-
ty by interactive communication and business; the out-
come will be economic globalisation, Table 8, after pro-
gressive changeovers.

tion-states: Efficiency differences are reason of suprema-
cy, by top-down structures, backed on welfare inner sol-
idarity and alien exclusion measures. The closed union 
is historically priced achievement, managing identified 
communities, into which hierarchy links (with godlike 
backing) or conformity bonds (due to racial evenness) 
are supposed pre-existent. Both are absolute truths, 
based on upper either inner information, depending on 
transcendent or immanent construal of the surrounds, 
according to dualism or monism readings. The modern-
ism has upsetting ties with upper either inner informa-
tion: God is unproved credence; absolute causal frames 
turn freedom into determinism; laws do not have upper 
or inner pre-setting; they originate from the intelligence 
singularity. They are relational construal, done by ra-
tional interaction of men, which enjoy the capability of 
building culture and ethics and of choosing know-how 
and collective orders. If correct, it is better to get rid 
of the upper or inner pre-set information, replaced by 
human knowledge/morals, i.e., creative information or 
imagined principles: Political and civic options are plan-
ning aids, Table 6, chosen by blow-up inventions.

The open union is consistent with inclusive altruism, 
trusting that the law has bottom-up authenticity, built 
due to the civic worth of individual citizens, but it is not 
top-down ruled by collective order edges, singled out on 
baseless beliefs or arbitrary reliability. Openness welcome 
changes as stability does not imply conservatism, rather 
adaptability. Altruism allows comparing choices and se-
lecting fittingness, once shared improvements are identi-
fied. The operation dualism ensues from the intelligence 
culture and ethics artefacts, Table 7. Thus, the nation-state 
sovereignty should be revised via civic readings [55-59].

Conscious arrangements address constitutional agree-
ments, each time, linked to identified collective orders; 
the trend leads to closed union makeups, defined na-

Table 6: The planned progress consistency.

POLITICAL WAYS: The reality enjoys invariable laws, given 
by a priori pre-set information
Progress Planning: Exclusive ruling of the nation-state mi-
cro/macro-economics
CIVIC DECISIONS: The laws are a posteriori behavioural 
sanctioned mind interpretations
Progress Planning: Inclusive ruling by the open-union rela-
tional organisations

Table 7: The changes, from absolute, to contingent grounds.

Reliance in absolute principles: The reality enjoys a priori 
entirely pre-set models
Transcendence: God routing by truths - Immanence: Deter-
mininist final outcomes
Resort to contingent principles: The models are a posteri-
ori mind interpretations
Tangible aids: Technology revolutions - Intantangible aids: 
Social breakthroughs
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links to the external settings, and updating stems from 
the progress level or the life-quality height. The proce-
dure applies with the hypermarket hypothesis, covering 
worldwide the earth inhabitants. The involved global 
breakthrough engages everyone, at least, as ultimate ef-
fect. The technology revolution will be fostered by com-
puter and information globalisation, in view of on-de-
mand firms and suitably oriented service delivery. The 
innovation is cognitive revolution, by knowledge econo-
my, founded on robotic developments and applications. 
The substitution of doubtful political top ruling will 
strictly involve inclusive paths, today ascribed as futur-
istic big society logic. The split-sovereignty unsuitability 
is combined after effect of communication/information 
globalisation, altering the productive context, as above 
shortly recalled, and of economic globalisation, applying 
the mentioned global breakthrough [72-76].

The analyses of the study, patently, suggest that, if the 
absolute (transcendental and immanent) backdrops tot-
ter, the sovereignty is difficult assumption. The contin-
gency backdrop is dubious substitute at the fragmented 
stage: The ruling by settlement councils and certifying 
bodies has to be investigated, to support the direct dem-
ocratic endorsements of the hyperdemocracy or whol-
ly innovative global village ruling institutes. We cannot 
trust a priori progress; the civilisation is a posteriori up-
shot, based on relational virtues, which are seen develop-
ing in the humankind, after the invention of:

•	 Communication: Fellowship confidence, fostered by 
open inion consistency;

•	 Business: Firm build-ups, promoted by the frugal in-
novation trade operation;

•	 Governance: Legality settings rooted in judicious al-
truism civic organisations.

The contingency backdrop is supposed linked to the 
life and to the intelligence singularities: We do not have 
way to prove the occurrences; we, only, recognise the 
man’s on relational virtues, and try to infer fit correspon-
dences, in view to forecast the future, once the ecology 
globalisation is next-door alarm. The growth contin-
uance is, possibly transient opportunity, grounded on 
synthetic robotic equipment, which has artificial life/in-
telligence backing. The required technology innovations 
are left out of the present survey, as the purpose looks at 
devising the chance, with the inherent limitations, here 
well assessed within thrifty or frugal objectives: Growth, 
perhaps, better identifies by business, as the value added 
mainly tracks robot-based inventions, through synthetic 
improvements, rather than natural developments.

Conclusion
The world extant politico-economic courses seem quite 

The split-sovereignty countries face interstate strug-
gles and domestic budgets, burdened by stiff costs; their 
lack of stability is currently allocated as foreign either fi-
nancial affair, encompassing:

•	 Influence competition, Fighting wars, for the regional 
or worldwide hegemony;

•	 Affluence clout, interloping inner fiscal duties and 
cross-border financial flows.

In the latest century, two World Wars moved the Eu-
ropean countries, from their dominance status, to mar-
ginal sway, linked to the sub-continent USA and SSSR 
size. The downscaling pushed, bit by bit, creating the EU, 
an hybrid union, with common Authority and residual 
Nation-states, which little alters partners and union at 
the political competition rank. The affluence pull advises 
aiming at the Common Market, step by step, integrat-
ing the socio-economic engagements, with ambiguities, 
e.g., shared money (euro) does not imply unified fiscal 
law and tax system. A sort of shared citizenship, with 
separate Constitution laws, brings up opacity, because 
split-sovereignty persist [64-66]. The current drawbacks 
show that the interactive communication and business 
setups do not satisfactorily substitute the sovereignty ar-
rangements, even at the limited range of the European 
countries. Still, some hints could follow.

A Union with split-sovereignty and multiple con-
stitutions shows the conditional or virtual worth of the 
political layer. At operation dualism contingency, Ta-
ble 2, the weight of the last for enacting of a corpus ju-
ris is weakened, once alternative statutory principles are 
equivalently managed at the devised Union’s level. The 
all is claimed confirmed by polls, showing the blow-up 
citizens’ consent. The outcome is further stated, looking 
at the political and civic duality, Table 6, and bypassing 
the central officialdom, by direct democratic endorse-
ment, because the choices are well priced, with man-
kind snooping testimonial. If the political layers attain 
reliability by constitution laws and these keep inter-state 
even consistency, the law authentication is blow-up pro-
cess, without intermediate stages, at varying and loosely 
specified collective orders [67-71].

The socio-economic engagement integration, once 
these views are accepted, follows inclusive paths, to open 
union constructions. The conditional build-up, just, 

Table 8: The progress under economic globalisation.

Cognitive revolution: Knowledge economy, managed by 
on-demand supply chains
Wealth planning: Robot-centred artificial life/intelligence val-
ue added artefacts
Global breakthrough: Big society/settlement concil/certif-
yund bodiy operation aid
Social planning: Inclusive handling by open-society interper-
sonal establishments
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and, lately, to the EU, a hybrid setting, with undecided 
sovereignty, leaving big space to the finance speculation 
tricks.

The study limits to the socio-political and socio-eco-
nomic links. The lack of stability of the layout is, some-
times, bypassed, looking at the hypermarket hypothesis, 
replacing political by a sort of economic hegemony; the 
conversion implies centring businesses on updated en-
terprise information systems. The ecology globalisation 
totally alters the situation: If the human progress could 
continue, the changeovers will affect the global village 
collective order, after qualifying the cognitive revolution, 
by eco-design management innovation. The hypermar-
ket avails of extended enterprise information systems, 
but this does not mean economic hegemony; it avails of 
worldwide communication, and big society/settlement 
council/certifying body operation aids. Such end opens 
the hyperdemocracy challenge, still, to be devised, unless 
the rational virtues emerge after the agentive ones in the 
humanity. The frugal chances are relational setup, built 
on fellowship communication, business operation and 
altruism governance that maximally yield plus-value by 
cognitive revolution intangibles.
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